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t was once commonplace to call a subset of a group a complex (e.g. 
Zassenhaus [52]: the usage originated with Frobenius). There is a natural algebra 
of complexes, given by the operation 
on subse 
on a set 
X1 of a group (X, 0). 
uces the n-ary operati 
3.50 @ 1989, Elsevier Science Pubbsbers 
of X that has 
-1 = 1 -image of X***X -1 
al case of (2) in {(xg, Xl, v): Y ‘X0 l Xl) 
st~cture (5 = (X, Dt), comprising a collection % of Wtary 
an algebra of operaton fR on the &oi&zn algebra Sb(X). Any 
d an algebra of complexes or complex algebra. 
this paper is the observation that there are many 
t examples of equational cl&~, or varieties, of algebras whose 
complex algebras, with the corresponding cias of 
having a natural description in first-order logic. To explain 
a class of relational structures, and K+ the closure under 
isomorphism of {G’: G E K}. Then the class SK+ of subalgebras of members of 
nsists of those algebras that are isomorphic to complex algebras determined 
Our observation is that SK+ is often a variety, and that this is frequently 
being elementary, i.e. the class of all models of some set of 
. Examples include the varieties of closure algebras, relation 
ras, cylindric algebras, modal algebras, and numerous subvarieties of these. 
determining equational SI? 
be called a complex variety. Our concern is with their general 
varieties are complex-indeed there are some that contain no 
complex varieties. is closed under ultraproducts 
gebras, and direct products. 
notion of bowded morphis of relational struct 
oolean representation theory to t 
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theoretic approach to duality introduced b riestley [41] is invoked to deve 
full representation of homomorphisms of ributive lattices with operators by 
continuous bounded morphisms of certain topological ordered relational 
S s. 
of the results about complex varieties presented in Section 3 arose 
originally from the study braic and set-theoretic ( 
propositional modal logics. modal algebra is a single u 
Boolean algebra, while a pke model is a particularly sim 
structure: a single binary relation. The notion of bounded morphism we develop 
generalises that of a special type of truth-preserving function (‘p-morphism’) 
between Kripke models that has been widely used in modal logic. One of the 
main objects of this paper is to explain the extent o which the ‘modal case’, as we 
shall call it, can be seen as the simplest illustration of a general theory that forms 
a chapter of uriversal algebra. We point out wherever appropriate the way in 
which a property of a variety interprets a natural question about logical systems. 
The remainder of this introduction surveys ome examples that illustrate the 
remarks made above, and motivate some of the general questions to be addressed 
in what follows. 
Closure algebras 
A closure algebra is a Boolean algebra carrying a closure operator, i.e. a uaary 
operator c satisfying CO = 0, c(x U y) = cx Ll cy, x 5 a = ccz The operation of 
topological closure makes the powerset of any topological space into a closure 
algebra. The theory of these algebras was extensively developed by Tarski [48]. 
Jonsson and Tarski [35] showed that the variety V, of closure algebras is SK$.,, 
where is the elementary class of quasi-orders (X, R) (i.e. R is reflexive and 
transitive). VCI can also be characterised as S &, (cf. remarks following Corollary 
3.4.6), where Kpo is the elementary class of partial-orders (anti-symmetric 
quasi-orders), and as the variety generated by K&,, where I&, is the class of 
finite quasi-orders (of course V, is not SK&,, as the latter has only Unite 
members). 
There is no closure-algebraic equation that distinguishes I&, and Kpo, but there 
is one that corresponds to anti-symmetry for finite structures. The class of finite 
partial-orders generates the proper subvariety of V, consisting of those closure 
algebras atisfying x G C(X - C(CX -x)). This variety is not complex, i.e. is not of 
the form SK+ for any K E K,-+ (cf. Section 3.7 for an indication of how to prove 
this). 
elation algebas 
e set of all binary relations 
are natural operations of re 
ed relation 1’ = ((x, x): x E 
176 R. Gddbloti 
lation algebras comlxises those mem 
entary class of structures (X, R, S, U) 
itself is a variety (Tarski [49, 
-free cyM algebras of a is the class of 
llection {cs: /3 < a) of 
c#3(x ncfly) = c#+ nq?y, wux = CrC~X. 
is equal to SK:, where K, is the elementary class of structures (X, { Rs: /3 < 
having the RB’s as a family of pairwise commuting equivalence relations on X 
nk and Tarski [28, Remark 2.7.441). 
ensional diagonal-free cyhndric set algebra is a Df,-subalgebra of the 
algebra of subsets of the ‘Cartesian space’ X” of all a-length sequences of 
ents of a set X, with c@(Y), for Y zX*, being the cylinder generated by 
moving Y parallel to the j%xis. A member of Dfa is geometic&‘y representable if 
it is isomorphic to a direct product of such set algebras. The class of geometrically 
representable Dfa’s proves to be a variety [28, p. 4021, and is identifiable as SM,, 
a subclass of K, defined by a set of first-order conditions on the &‘s 
c algebras are to first-order logic as Boolean algebras are to proposi- 
ogic: the laws satisfied by the Q’S reflect the logical properties of 
existential quantifiers. Cylindric algebras proper also have a collection 
{dgr: /3, yc a} of ‘diagonal elements, which are algebraic counterparts to 
equations vB = II~ between individual variables, and which in the case of cylindric 
algebras are given by the sets {x E X”: xs =x,}. The variety of cylindric 
gebras with diagonal elements, and its subvariety of geometrically representable 
gebras, are also each of the form SK+ for some elementary class K [2g, pp. 
4%4591. 
e question arises as to which elementary classes generate varieties of 
complex algebras, i.e. 
t conditions on QFJ elementary cks K ensure that S 
will not be closed 
IS question will be 
s, 
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‘inner’ substructures, and disjo 
theorems that characterise syntact 
closed ur.der these constIructions. 
ions. Section 4 presents preservation 
he first-order theories whose models are 
dhl algebras and model logic 
he ianguage of propositional al logic, fOmuk are constructed from a 
of propositional variables b g the Boolean connectives A, v, 1, ‘--), 
and an additional unary wnne (‘possibly’). The dual connectii*e 0 
arily’) is defined as -QT. 
gebraic semantics for this 1 age ic provided by algebras % = (5&f), 
consisting of a unary function f on a oolean algebra B. Each modal formula @ 
acts as an algebraic term for 8, wi positional variables erving as individual 
variables ranging over the elemen B, and 0 being interpreted as f. Thus if @ 
has n propositional variables, it i s an n-ary polynomial function pqon 8. @ 
is valid in the algebra %, denoted t #, if ptp is constantly equal to the greatest 
element 1 of 8, i.e. if 8 satisfies tion ‘# = 1’ when q5 is viewed as a term. 
The set-theoretic semantics att ted to Kripke is based on structures 
G = (X, R) (usually called Fa_n with R c X2. A model on G is a pair 
!IR = (G9 V), with V: II-, Sb(X) a function assigning to each propositional 
variable 36 a subset V(n) of X. thought of as the set of points in %R at 
which z is ‘true’. The satisfaction relation % l=x $-formula e#~ is true at n in 
%&is defined inductively on the formation of @, the crucial clause being 
Sentence # is valid in G, G k+, if it is true at every point in every model 
on 6 
The intuitive basis of this modelling is that X is a set of ‘possible worlds’, and 
R(x, y) means that world y is a ‘conceivable alternative’ to world x. Clause (3) 
then formalises the idea (due to Leibnitz) that a sentence is possibly true if it is 
true in some possible world. Formally, we could just as well have written R(y, x) 
for the relation just defined, and presented (3) instead as 
2iR k 09 iff 3y (R(y, 4 & %R by 4~). (4) 
ut then, writing !&I) for the ‘truth-set’ {x: m b= #}, clause (4) bewmes 
where fR is the operation defined by R according to clause (2) above. 
will co&me our discussion to the variety V,, of 
algebras: those satisfying j0 = 0 and f(x U y) = JII ufy. 
complex algebra @5+ is in V,,, and with the aid of (5) it can be seen that G and 
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same formulae, a to the two notions of validity just 
formula that is valid in rmal modal algebras is all 
also true, due to the result of J&won and WI 
the class of all kunes. at each member of V, is 
m their extension of Stone’s representation of 
bras to cover n-ary operators on such algebras that preserve 0 and Ll 
rediscovered and applied to modal logic by 
modal logic is a set A of formula that contains all tautologies and all 
nens, substitution for propositional variables, and 
eruleof n, i.e. 
@EA implies q I~EA. 
intersection of any collection of normal logics is a normal logic, and so for 
of formulae there is a small&t normal logic A= containing r. 
The lattice of normal modal logics is anti-isomorphic to the lattice of 
subvarieties of V,. To see this, observe first that if I!l is a normal modal algebra, 
then&={4M!U=#} is a normal logic. Hence if C s V,,, the set & of formulae 
valid in all members of C is a normal logic, namely & = n (A%: ‘9l E C}. & is 
the logic &tennined by C. On the other hand, the class V, of normal algebras that 
validate a set r of formulae is a variety, defined by the equations ‘9 = 1’ for all 
#E reover, r and the normal logic Ar it generates define the same variety, 
i.e. V, = V&. For, if % f= r, then r c AS, and so Aa includes the smallest logic 
modal-algebraic equation is equivalent to one of the form 3) = 1’ for 
some formula #I, it follows that each variety of normal algebras is of the form V, 
the correspondence A-V* is a r-reversing 
al logics onto the lattice of subvarieties of V,,. 
anti-isomorphism follows from the fact that 
rmines A. The non-trivial part of the proof of this involves 
re is an algebra in V, that invalidates #. For this 
algebra ‘&, whose elements are the equiv- 
of formulae under the relation ‘(+ - I/I) E A’. 8, determines A 
ly the members of A) and is in fact the free VA-algebra 
equivalence classes of the propositional variables. 
ng C, for if C s Vr, 
C=V, iff C is a 
it is close 
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discussion suggests a
es of frames instead o 
stions about logics and 
all frames that validate r, and observe that Kr = #n, (since in general G F r 
C5 b &). class of frames is modal-axiomatic if it is of the 
equivalently of the form K,, for some normal logic A. Observe th 
modal-axiomatic class containin 
r~ & and so Kn, s KF YIhus 
the case of varieties, it is natural to ask 
When is Q class K of fi-s equal to Kn for some normal modal logic A? 
It turns out (cf. Theorem 3.76) that for elementary there is an mswer, s 
to the algebraic case, in terms of closure conditions for involving bounded 
morphisms, inner substructures, disjoint unions, and a otion of canonical 
extension which derives from the Stone representation theory (the 
extension of a structure @ is a new structure whose elements are the 
establish this characterisation for elementary classes of arbitrary 
e property of being mo al-axiomatic an be re-expressed in algebraic terms 
as follows. Let VK = MSPK+ be the variety generated by K+. Then V’ = V& 
variety defined by the logic AK determined by K. In asking whether 
modal-axiomatic we are asking whether all frames that validat* AK are in K. Thus 
K is a modal-axiomatic iff K+ is the class of all powerset algebras W in the 
variety that it generates. 
Turning now to a different question, we say that a normal logic A is com$ete if it 
is determined by some class of frames, i.e. if A = AK for some K. This holds iff 
A = AK*, i.e. iff A is determined by the class of all A-frames, but whereas in the 
algebraic ase we always have A = A, (since A is determined by the variety VA), 
there are normal logics that are incompke, and so are not equal to AK for any 
Examples of such modal logics were East constiuczcd by ‘I’homason [51] 
Pine [ 161, following an earlier construction of an incomplete tense logic by 
e algebraic version of completeness goes as follows. If V is a variety of 
normal modal algebras, we define Kv = {G: G+ E V} to be the class of dl 
structures whose powerset complex algebras belong to V. In the case t 
e variety genen_:ed by 
various logics. The strongest result in this direction 
are uncountably many varieties 
bras, and the fact 
classes of frames. Take for example the logic S4, the smallest normal logic 
co e schemata 
is determined algebraically by the variety Vd of closure algebras: its 
aum algebra is a closure algebra. Set-theoretically it is determined by the 
of quasi-orders. This could have been deduced from the Jonsson-Tarski 
V, = SK&, but, intriguingly, their paper did not initiate the extensive 
oretic study of modal logic that followed the work of Kripke a decade 
later (cf. also ummett and Lemmon [14] for constructions of algebraic 
ls based on ordered sets). 
e schema (6), corresponding to the algebraic condition xCfi, is valid in 
spending to j9js 
is the class of all 
y no mew all modal axioms have first-order characterisations. A simple 
example is 
not elementary (Goldblatt [ISI], van Benthem 
ty of normal algebras validating (8), there is no 
+ generates V, (Goldblatt [20, $171). On the other 
d is generated by its 
whether V, is a co 
le wncems the so-calle G&i&Lbb logic, the smallest normal 
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simple compactness 
: there exist diago 
ive well-founded frame 
, Vd is complete, and is generated by its finite powerset 
the result of Segerberg 
The properties of the last two examples may be contrasted with those of the 
variety V9 of normal algebras validating 
The ckss Kv, of all those frames that validate (9) is not elementary, but Vi is a 
complex variety, and does have an elementary generating class. These results are 
due to Fine [17], who shows that V, = SK:, where is the class of all frames 
satisfying 
Vy (R(y, x)+ 32 (R(z, x) A Vu Vu (R(u, L) A R(u, z) 
+ u = u A R(u, y)))). 
Now, as already mentioned, we will prove in Section 3.6 that for any elementary 
class K, the variety V, = SPK+ it generates i  complex. The example K = KS 
shows that the clas {G: G+ E VK} of all frames associated with V, need not itself 
be elementary. 
The question arises as to when a set of modal sentences has an elementary class 
of frames. Algebraically we are asking 
If V is a variety, when is = {G: G+ E V) an elementary class? 
The answer is surprisingly simple: precisely when Kv is closed under ultrapowers. 
A proof of this is given in Section 3.8 that applies to varieties of Boolean algebras 
with operators of arbitrary signature. 
Our motivational discussion of the modal case may only have been ti,i general 
significance to those unfamiliar with the subject. The reader is recommended to
ntroduction from time to time when reading the more technical 
sections to follow. 
Notation 
e use vectorial notation for finite s 
RI, its i T I-st term is denoted Xi* so th 
1 may be identi 
ce (x0, . . . , x,+, y) etc. 
relations for sequences are defined 
182 R. Gtidiib~ 
re!ations for te 
(Xi s Xi), 
in the usual ‘direct 
Qp ) denotes (Q&J, 
lean algebras of Stone [46] as been generalised 
e approach of Stone himself [44] leads to a 
are called spectiuf by Hochster [31] (a 
is a compact TO space in which the compact open sets form a base 
under f&e intersections, and in which every non-empty 
d subset is the closure of a point). Prtestley [41] introduced an 
g partially ordered spaces, which has been held to be 
Wions in providing a representation that is more 
‘concrete’ and ‘geometric’, being based on a Hausdorff topology related to the 
estley [42] for a discussion of merits). 
duality for operators on distributive lattices is given by 
In this section we develop the alternative order-theoretic approach 
, andspaces 
= (D, Ll, Il, 0,l) be a bounded distributive lattice. A function f: D”-, 
n > 0 is a join-herninwrphisrn if it preserves, in each variable, the join of 
ibly empty) subset of D, i.e. if the equations 
f( aQ, . . . , h, 0, ai+l, . . . , an-d = 0, 
f( a0, l l l , ai-1, X Uy, &+I, . . . , an+ ) 
= f( a07 . . . , ai-1, X7 ai+l, l l l ? an--J Uf (a0, l l l , ai- Y, ai+ l l l , a,-,), 
hold for any i < n. ote that any such f is rncmtonic in each variable, i.e. 
X fy implies f(ao, . . . , ai-1, X, ai+l, . . . , anvl) G 
f(a0 7 l l l 7 ai- Y, ai+l, l l . , an-J. 
eet-hemiuxxphisms are also 
r n = 0 or m = 0, any nullary operation (constant) will be regarded as both a 
m-ary meet-hemimorphism, on the istributive lattice 
‘hemimorphism was coined by 
183 
SD. is will typify the 
[27] for join-preserving 
oolean algebras, for the reason that ‘roughly speaking, a hemi- 
morphism preserves half the structure of a Boolean algebra’. 
. Let @ = (X, “) be a partially ordered set. A subset Y of X 
is called a cone if it is closed upwar& under the partial-ordering, i.e. if 
YEY and y<z implieszEY. 
The set of cones is denoted co(G), and is a complete sublattice of the lattice 
(Sb(X), u, n) of all subsets of X. 
A relation Z3 G XT+’ is increaskzg if for all x E x” and all y, z E X, 
R(x, y) and y G z implies R(x, z), 
i.e. if the set {y: R(q y)} is a cone. A cone itself is thus an increasing set 
(one-placed relation). Reversing the order, a relation Q c Xm+’ is decreasing if 
Q(x, y) and z my implies Q(s, 2). 
An ordered relational structure is a partially ordered set that carries a family of 
increasing and/or decreasing relations. For this study we deal with structures 
G = (X, G, Ip, Q), where R c x”+l is increasing, and Q c P+’ is decreasing. R
ZUK! Q kteanrine hemimorphisms on these, it is convenient o 
introduce the corcept of the sum @ E Sb(X)m of subsets of X 
as the set 
{~E~:fOTSOmeiCm,xiE~}. 
This is dual to the usual notion of the product Q9 
{xEXm:foralli<m, XiEx} 
)= @ (-I+$* - l l 9 -Ym-1))* 
The operations &: co(G)” --) co(G) and Y,: co(G)” -+ co(G) are defined by 
er (W,y) andxe 8 
E x” (Q(x, y ) implies x 
) will be called the existential image of ) the universal image. 
Observe that gR is the operator fR of (1) of Section 1. da1 logicians are 
accustomed, in the case n = 1, to seeing the places reverse the definition of 
R(Y) as (y: 3x (R(y, x) &x E Y}. wever, as explained in the Introduction, 
we are following the conventions t t lead from the group-theoretic origin to 
J6nssoik and Tarski’s general definition of an algebra of complexes. 
UC iizverse hage sets R - ‘( y ) = 
-l(v) = 1 
s a distributive lattice with operators. 
h ordererd topological space is a triple G = 
a to&logy on the partially-ordered set (X, s). The set of 
n) cones ef such a space will be denoted cl(G). cl(G) is a 
ce of (co(G), u, n). 
rdered space is totally order-separated if, whenever x + y, there exists a 
with x E U and y $ U. This implies the 
tley [41] uses ‘disconnected’ in place of ‘sep 
the pwnt terminology follows that of Johnstone [33]). A Priestley space is a 
totally order-separated space that is a!so compact. 
* 
a sub-base. 
In a space, the clopen cones their complements f orm 
Let S = cl(G) U {-Y: YE cl(G)}. Suppose 2 is T-open, and x E 2. Then 
for each y E -2, by total n there is a member of cl(G) containing 
one of x and y but not ence there exists WY E S with y E WY and 
:yQZ}isanopenco ment -2, which is closed 
for some yi, with x E - 
c 2. So Z is the union of finite intersections of members of S. 0 
set cl(G) is a base for a topology on X which will be called the upper 
gy. Correspondingly, the topology with {--Y: Y E cl(G)} as base is the 
logy (this usage of ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ rs from that of Priestley 
s that the topology of a stley space is the join of 
te ordering, i.e. x c y iff x = y, then all subsets of X a 
and the upper and lower topologies coincide with the topology of the 
ey space is simply a n (cr Stone) space, 
which the clopen set a base. 
space carrying a co11 
nd/or decreasing finitary relations. take G = (X, s, Y, 
Such a structure is a relational Priestley space if 
riate weak topology, i.e. if 
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is increasing, th -l(y) is closed 
decreasing the 
(3) exktential and universal images of sequences of clopen cones are clopen, i.e. 
3R( E cl(G)” (resp. cl(G)“). 
If G is an ordered relational space satisfying (3), then cl(G) is closed under the 
is a distributive lattice with operators (and a subalgebra of co(G)), and will be 
called the dual algebra of 6 
AII ordered relational structure G = (X, <, ) will be regarded as an 
ordered relational space under the discrete topology S = Sb( 
th ‘discrete space’). All subsets are 
nce our previous use of G+ for ordered relational structures is 
consistemt with now for ordered relational spaces: in all cases W is the 
lattice of clopen cones. 
Observe further that any relational structure 6!5 = (X, R, Q) can be ordered by 
the discrete ordering x my iff x = y, in which case the addition of the discrete 
topology produces a space that is totally or separated and satisfies (2) and (3) 
above, but will be compact iff X is finite. n both 6 and 5 are discrete we 
have cl(G) = co(G) = Sb(X), and the dual algebra G+ = (Sb(X), . . .) is a 
Boolean algebra with operators, which we will call the fulf complex algebra of G 
(cf. Section 3). 
22. The dual space of a lattice 
If 9 is a bounded distributive lattice, recall that a filter of 9 is a non-empty 
increasing set F c D that is closed under the meet operation Il. A titer F is 
proper if 0 $ F (equivalently, if F # D), and prime if it is proper and satisfies 
xLly~F implies xEF ory EF. 
is a prime filter iff its characteristic function F+ (0, I} is a 
homomorphism.) 
be the set of prime filters of 9, partially ord 
XED, let ~,={FEX~:XEF). Then B1= 
9 x,,,, = Bx n B,,, so that the function 09: 
arated fro 
0 
then G is contained in a prime 
eorem implies that there exists 
andsosX#%,,. 
& is defined on & by declaring the collection 
{9=, 4s: x E 
to be a subbase. This ensures that each cone sX is clopen, so that 0% maps D into 
an XEF-G, so that FESS, and G@&. This 
n prime filters and homomorphisms D+ 
to a closed subspace of the product space (0, l}* (with 
te topology on (0, 1)). Compactness of $m then follows by Tychonoff’s 
A more direct argument goes as follows. It suflices to show that every 
subbasic open cover of X9 has a finite subbcover (Alexander Subbase Theorem), 
so let E be a subbasic cover, and put 
G = {x: -Z& E a}, H={x:%XEz}. 
= had no finite subbcover, it would follow that for any finite I G G and J E H, 
QxEI~ &J{9X:x~l}, and so n1!&lJ. But then the Prime Filter 
rem would imply the existence of an F E X3 with G c F and F n H = 0, 
aking F $ U ii’> contrary to s being a cover. 
Compactness can now be used to show chat 0% maps onto cl(&) 
tYbeaclopencone,andtakeG$Y.ThenforeachFEY, F&Gas 
hg, and so there is some xl with F e o&+) and G $ ok. Then 
ius( F E Y} is an open cover of Y, which is closed and hence compact. 
{%&F): F E Y,) covers Y for some kite YOc Y. Putting 
Y c u&xc) and G Q 09(xc). Thus -Y = U {-aa( G t -Y 
closed,so-Y=U{-cr&xG):GEY1}forsomefiniteY1r-Y. 
Y = n {U’ID(xG): G F Y*} = U&-l Yl). 
of a bounded distribu- 
cones of its dual space 
s representation to hemimorphisms 
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Intheaen=m=o, these 
structure 
are identified with members of D. 
is decreasing on (Xm, c), so that the 
is a totally order-separated compact ordered relational space, called the dual 
space of %. In order to show that a+ is a relational Priestley space, whose dual 
algebra (a+)+ is isomorphic to % under aa, it is necessary to know that ua 
preserves the two hemimorphisms, i.e. t 
(1) %(f (4) = 
(2) 6&(x!) = &7&)), for x E Drn. 
Since cl(&) is +he image of D under am, these uations immediately imply t 
images of clopen cones are clopen, i.e. 3, and are operations on cl(X&. 
definition of ara, (1) and (2) become 
(3) q(x) = %@,Y l l . 3 %“_J’ and 
0 SD B(X) = f&m** l l l 9 %m_,)* 
In view of the definitions of existential and universal images it is thus enough, in 
order to establish (1) and (2), to prove the following. 
. (1) ForanyxED”andFC&, 
(2) For my x E 
n the case n = m = 0, the theorem requires 
f E F iff &(F), a not (9 P 
which, as noted above, hold by definition ence we can assume 
={Z:f(~,Xlr l . . ,&Q 
ar observations a of j = 0 in what follows. 
then for each r E (41) there exists 
=Y?nyf E G+ this fdbws because yi C y;, f is monotonic in each 
so as f preserves U in each variable, . 
lice also that OE 
r, if not, then IlKU 
I, according as I is 
f(Y 0, l - l 9 Yj-1, UJ, ++I, - l l 9 G-I) $ F 
e yi E Gj. onotonicity, it follows that 
f(Y 0, l l l , Yj-1, Xj, xj+l, l l l 9 X,-I) $ F. 
esis (ii) on j - 1, while if 
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Fixingjsm-1 an s&fying (iii) and (iv) has been defined 
en dualising the argument used for 
g(yo, l l l 3 yj-l,m~j+l, l l l ?&?I-l)E 
and hence 
&YOY l l l 9 Yj-l~~j~~j+l, . . . . x,-1bF 
for some Yi $ Gi. ut this contradicts the inductive hypothesis on j - I when j > 0, 
contradicts the fact that g(x) $ F when j = 0. 
nce there exists Gj E & with Ej s Gj and Xi $ Gj. Then if yk $ Gk for all 
k s j, we have Yj $ Gj, whence yj $ Ej, ad SO g(yo, . . . , yj, xi+1 9 . . . , X,-I) $ F. 
Thus (2) is proven by dualising the proof of (1). A ‘slicker’ (but not simpler) 
version of this duality could be developed by applying the proof of (1) to the dual 
lattice SF’ of SD. Sop has the same elements as S, but the reverse partial 
ordering, i.e. .x C_ y in Sop iff y & x in B. Joins and meets in Sop are meets and 
y. F is a prime filter in %I iff its set complement -F is a 
sm g becomes a join-hemimorphism on 
) E (-F) E x,,. Applyi proof of (I) in , there 
Gi for all Xm and ‘, -F), where is the 
increasing relation on X Sq defined by g as a join-hemimorphism. Putting 
Gi = -G,’ gives , I;), and Xi $ Gi for all r’ *I m a~ desired. Cl 
. In @$I+, inverse images of points are closed in the appropriate 
weak topology. 
of the upper topology on AZ&, 
Gi E .9&, SO AT = @ (Q,, . . . , Q_,) is an open 
since each Bxi is a 
all i C n, so that not 
(3) ia the de n of a relational Priestley 
that 0% preserves the hemimorphisms, we have now 
utive hattibe with operatom, then the 
priestley space, and 
r side of this coin is that any relational Priestley space G = (X, G, 
nt’ to the dzz!! space of its dual algebra. Given such an G, 
tF,={YEd(G):xE en Fx is a prime filter of the lattice of 
intin Put Q(X) = F,. 
tE: G--b (G’)+ is a homeonaoqdainn of topoiogicai spares, and 
of ordered relational structures. 
int in (G’)+, so that F is a 
a contradiction, that F # F, for 
that either 
n cover of X. But G is compact, so 3 
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existsaYecl(G)withxEYandy$Y. 
ney iff F,c,I;,. 
Consequently, antisymmetry of 6 implies 0,. qt F, = 4 0 if x = y. At this int 
we have established that a~ is an order i;omorphi between (X, g; and 
(Xd(G), G)* 
To show that ZG 8s a homeomorphism, let U be a subbasic open set in (G+)+. 
Then for some Y E cl(G), U is either the set {F E X&: Y E F) or its co 
ment In the first case %&J) = {x E X: Y E F,} = Y, while in the second 
t&U) = {x: Y $ Ii,} = - Y. Since Y is clopen, in either case &(U) is open. 
Hence the bijection ze is continuous. To see that it has a continuous inverse, 
recall that the clopen cones a their complements form a subbase for the 
topology on G (Lemma 2.1.1). L if Y ~cl(@, then r&Y) = {FL: x E Y} = 
{F,: YE F,}, which is a subbasic open in 3&B), since every point in XC,cl(G) is of 
the form F,. Similarly, rG(- Y) is the 3&G)‘open set {F,: Y $ F,}. 
Finally, it has to be shown that the relations R and Q are invariant under rg, 
i.e. if x E X?+‘, then 
R(x) iff R#q,, . . . s Fx,), 
and similarly for Q. 
This shows R3,(Fx,, . . . , Fxm). 
E @ (F,, . . . , Fxa 
of $, hence $( 
For the converse, suppose that not R(x). Then (x0, . . . , x,-J $ R-‘(x,). But 
R-‘&J is closed in the product of the upper topology on x”, so there is some 
basic open neighbourhood N of (x0, . . . , x,+) in this topology that is disjoint 
from R-‘(x,). By definition of the product topology, N = @ (Y) for some 
cl(G)? Then R-‘(x,) n @ ) and hence gR( 
( x0, l l . 9 xn-_l) E N, so This shows that not 
R3*(F,,, l a l 9 Km)* 
It remains to show that if x E Xm+‘, then 
First, suppose that Q(x). Then for any 
), so it follows that (x0, . . . 
CD (Et,, . . . : F*,_,). This shows Qv,( &, . . . , Fx,_,). Conversely, if not Q(x), 
then there is some basic open neighbourhood N of (x0, e . . , x,-~) in the product 
of the lower topology on X’” that is disjoint from Q-‘(xm>. Then for sC;ae 
at if the distributive lattice 9 is a oolean algebra, t 
be the category whose objects are the 
9, f, g) as described in Section 2.1, with 
now develop a notion of arrow between ordered 
relational Priestley spaces into a category 
), for i = 0, 1, be ordered relational structures, with Ri 
bn + 1-ary, as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. A 
map qx XI-+X2 is a morpirism if it preserves the three relations of G1 in passing 
to G2, i.e. 
(1) x Gy implies q(x) s q(y); 
(2) R,(x) implies R,(q(.)), for allx EX;;+‘; 
(3) ) implies Q&&C)) for allr E X;n+l 
(re=.U that q(x) = (&o), . . . y q@n-l)) etc.). A function satisfying (1) is 
monotone. 
A morphism is bounded if for all z E X1 it satisfies 
, q(x)) implies E xl; (R,(x, z) and y g @)), for y E K; 
(5) &(y, q(z)) impties. E AT (Q&, z) and q(x) dy), for y E Z” 
) means that yi G v(xJ for al! i < II etc.) 
te that when n = 0, the condition (4) becomes 
R&p(z)) implies h(z), 
and 
e 
similarly for the Qj when m = 0. 
e condition becomes 
In the case that n = 1 and the orderings s 
plies ,(x, z) and y = q(x)), 
ilarly for the Qi), which the modal logician tiii recognise as the key 
rphism (Segerberg [44]). The name ‘bounded’ 
the %se of bounded quantifiers, both in (4) and (S), and in t 
terisation of the class of first-order sentences that are preserv 
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. (1) QI+ is a homomorphism of algebras. 
(2) If q9 is surjective, qo” ii i tjective. 
(3) If tp is injective, q+ is surjective. 
To begin with, we have to check that 4p-’ takes cones to cones, in order 
that it map G2+ into Gr. ut if x E q”(Y) and x s y, then q(x) E Y, and 
q(x) G q(y) since QP is monotone (condition (1) in the definition of ‘bounded 
morphism’), giving q(y) E Y, and hence y E q?(Y), if Y is a cone. 
That q~+ preserves the bounded-lattice structure is standard set theory, as are 
parts (2) and (3) of the theorem. The essence then is to show preservation of the 
hemimorphisms. 
First, to show that 
so &(Y, dz)) for 
unded morphisms, 
there exists x E x with Z?,(x, z) and y s q(x). But then for each i <II we have 
yi s q(Xi), and Y;: is a cone. Thus x E 
Conversely, if there exists x E @ (q-‘( 
q is a morphism, and q(x) E 
)), as desired. 
Finally, to show that 
), hence q(Xi) E Y for 
the Gi are ordered relational spaces, then if q~+ isto map Gz into Gr it must 
take clopen cones in G2 to clopen cones in G1. A cient condition for this is 
that (p be continuous, since the continuous inve mage of a clopen set is 
a 2.1.1) and if QI+ preserves dopen cones it will also prese 
-q-‘(Y) = q-‘(-Y)). 
R. Gold&u 
ite direction is given as 
r each prime filter F of 
(1) e+ is CI CO&WOUS boUnded mO@ihi a2++a1+. 
surjective, 8, is injective. 
e is injecthe, 8, is surjective. 
(1): The definition 8, is standard in the representation theory of 
tive lattices (cf. e.g. albes and Dwinger [1, §IV.2]). That 8-‘(F) is a 
al in 9, follows because 8 preserves U, Il, 0 and 1, and F is a prime 
ce 8,: Xa+Xm, (cf. Section 2.2 for notation). 
NOW the subbasic sets in %?&+ are of the form (9i)x = {F E XsD,: x E F} and 
-(Si)x. But for x E Q, 
that 9, is continuous. 
ave to show that 8, is a bounded morphism. onotonicity is clear, 
-l(F) c_ O”(G). For the clauses involving the R&, note Crst 
reduces to showing that Rh(F) iff R,(O+(F!). But in that 
case, fi and! f2 ar: Minguished elements of their respective algebras, with 
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in such a way that for each i < IL, 
(ii) ify&$for ksi, andxPEGpfor i<p<n, then 
f(Y 2 0, . . . 9 yip Wi+d, . . . # e(x,-d) E F. 
ly gives the desired Gi s W’(Z$), while i=n-1 in 
F). 
To make the construction, aj<n-1 and suppose ctively that 
been defined to satisfy (i) and for all i C j. Define Hi s y putting z 
there exists Yi E Z$ for i <j and xP E GP for j <p < n such that 
f(Y 2 0, . . . p Yj-1,~ Wj+d, . . . 9 W,,-1)) $ F. 
Then Z$ is closed under joins. , then for each r E (0, 1) there etist 
yi E Z$ for i <j and XL E GP for j <p <r,, such that 
f(Y 
r 
2 0, l l l 9 )$-I, z,, w;+d, l l l P @(&I)) $6 
But then 
f(Y 2 0, l l l 3 Yj-1, r9 2 Wj+d, . . . 9 e(x,-1)) $ F, 
where Yi = yp nyi E Z$, and xP = X: n xf this follows because F is increasing, f2 is 
monotonic in each variable, Yi C_ yi, and e(xJ r @(xi). nce as F is prime and f2 
preserves joins, 
f(Y 2 o,*==* Yj-l,zou 21, @(xj+d, . . . 9 W,,-1)) $ F= 
This shows that z&l zl E Hi as desired. Notice also that 0 E Z$ because f2 
0, e(i), . . . , e(l)) = 0 $ F. ence LJ JEHjfor 
Next it will be shown that e(Gj) is separ from ppi. For if not, then 
n ZC_ u J for some finite Z c O(Gj) and J s Hi* - n LIJEHj, SO 
f(Y 2 o,=.*, Yj-1, LI J, @(++I), . . . , f3(xn-& 4 F 
for some Yi E Z$ for i <j and xp E GP for j <p < n. But n Z E e(Gj), S~IKX Gj is 
closed under finite meets, including the pty meet 1, and these are preserved by 
(xi) for some xj E Gj. notonicity of 0 then gives 
f(Y 2 09 l l l 9 Yj-1, e&j>, Wj+d, . . . p 
ut if j > 0 this contradicts the inductive hypothesis (ii) on j - 1. 
hand, if j = 0 then 
ewe, . e . ) x,-d) =h( (x0), . l l 9 fk-1); e Fs 
x,,_~) $ e+(F). Since xi E Gi for all i <n, this contra 
ence by t e eo ere 
l - l 9 yj, @(Xi,l), ’ l l s e(x,-l)) E K 
this completes the proof of the 
EP~ such that 
clauses for the I$ now being 
i, and xp $ Gp for i <p cm, then 
&(Yo 8 . l .3 yi, Wi+A . . .5 %,d) $ F. 
n (ii) implies that if 0(z) E I$ then f~ $ -Gi, so that 0-‘(4) s Gi as desired, 
implies wheni=m-1. 
sm-1 g r;l- has been defined to satisfy (iii) and (iv)for all 
i <i, define 5” s 0, by putting z 6 Ej iB 
thereexistsyi$~fori<jand~~$G,forj<p<ntsuchthat 
g2(Yo 9 l - l dj-l,G @(x,+1), .*., wwl-l)w@= 
d for Hi above, it can be shown 
d then that Ej is separated from 8(-Gj). 
that Ej s l$ and 4 fI 0(-G) From this it follows 
j. The details are left to the 
e proof of part (1) of the Theore Parts (2) and (3) are 
ntary, and (3) requiring the e Filter Theorem to 
II there exists a prime filter F of 5D2 that extends 
and is disjoint from 8(-G) = {8(x):x $ G}, so that 
is injective, then 8(G) is separated from 8(-G), as the 
8) = 0, defines a contravariant 
are na~F~~y isomorphic to the 
and so the two categoties are 
Strecker 1303, $14 
ations, i.e. 
wr9mute for any 
dzagram we have 
arrow QD as sho 
(@+I+ o e,(x) = (e+)+({F E 
= w E 2: x E e+(G)} = {G E &,: O(x) E G} = uer20 e(x), 
and for the other, 
($)+O %5,(x) =(q”)+({Y E w: x E 
= (2 E G,‘: x E tp’(Z)} = {Z E G,‘: q(x) E Z} = rfg,vp(x). q 
2 4. Hey&g algebras 
A Hey&g algebra is a lattice % with a least element and a binary operation => 
of relative pseudo-con2plementn satisfying 
xl-lzEy iff xEz$+y. 
All Heyting algebras are distributive, and have a greatest element (equal to z =$ z 
for any z). These algebras provide the basic algebraic models of propositional 
intuitionistic logic (cf. asiowa and Sikorski [43], Coldblatt [22]). 
On the lat!ice of cones of a partially ordered set (X, G), a relative pseudo- 
entation is give 
Y+Z={xEXx~yEYimpliesyLZ}. 
In the lattice cl(&) of clopen wnes of the dual space (A?*, G, Tm) of %, it turns 
out that 
so that am: a-, 
elusion of Qy 
For the wnverse, if F E CD* 3 S,,, then eve 
belong to By and so have y as a 
{y}, soforsomex~F, xllzCy zandso(y+z)EF. 
n order for a monotonic (g: 
W 1 
constraint is nee 
by q(z) is the q-image of the cone 
algebra homomorphism d: SD,-, Sz 
c_ G, where FE& and G E X,,, 
r if not, then since F and 8(G) are 
, there would exist x E F, 
such that x ll O(z) & 9(y). But then x L (O(z)+ 6(y)) = 
y) E F, making (z * y) E 8”(F) c G. Since z E G, this would 
contradiction y E 6. 
from 0(-G) then has 
type of meet~hemimorphism j: SD+ Isb on a g algebra is one 
, in the context of an 
topology’ (cf. Johnstone 
[32, §3.1], Goldblatt [22, §14.2]). A representation of such operators in terms of 
relational structures appears in Goldblatt [21]. 
number PL. This section will discuss structzum G = (X, R) having 
algebras %!l = (8, f) having f an n-ary join-hemimorphism on the 
ituation for general relational structures 
ation it is unnecessary to 
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(2) e canonical embedding alge6ra of ‘2l is the algebra 
&I %= (as a)+ = (Sb(XB), 
(3) The canonical extension of a structure G = (X, R) is the structure 
Recall that XB is the set of prime filters of 8, and that these are the same as 
rs in a Boolean algebra, so that c is discrete on Note especially 
that aG 8 is not the same thing as the dual space %+, since the beetition of the 
latter (Section 2.3) includes the generally non-discrete topology &+ In particular, 
whereas (a,)’ is isomorphic to % (Theorem 2.2.3), it is in general a proper 
subalgebra of (@5 %)’ = Em 8, which is in turn the full complex algebra of all 
subsets of X@. Thus the homomorphism G%(X) = {F E Xs: x E F} generally 
embeds % into, and not onto, @n-t ‘%. The question as to what properties are 
preserved in passing from 9!l to @m % is a signficant one algebraically, and 
model-theoretically in the modal case (cf. Section 3.9, and is the source of some 
of the theory of this section. 
a key relationship between the concepts just introduced is given by the 
equations 
(Ee G)+ = (GSG +)+ = C5m G+. ’ 
The name ‘canonical embedding algebra’ and notation &n % comes from 
onk, and Tarski [2 p. 4321, where apI is called the ‘canonical 
function’ (actually, enkin et al. work with maximal ideals rather 
, but the two formalisms are interchangeable). Thus ‘canonical 
structure’ seems appropriate for @:S a, and this usage fits neatly with the common 
practice in modal logic of referring to the canonical frame of a normal logic A as 
being the structure Gn = (Xn, R,), where X, is the s maximally A-consistent 
sets of formulae, and R,(I’, A) iff (09: @ E A} c K imally A-consistent sets 
correspond bijectively to maximal filters in the Lindenbaum algebra ‘21, of A 
described in Section 1. In fact 
The canonical frame of A isomorphic to the canonical structure 65 Bn of the 
Lindenbaum algebra for A. 
The role of canonical frames ancl their relation to free algebras will be discussed 
further in Section 3.5. 
elements of the canonical extension 6e G of a structure G are the maximal 
of Sb(X), i.e. the ultrafilters on the set X. ence in the modal case, &e G is 
lter extension of a ripke frame G by 
ompletion of a fra e in Goldblatt [2Q, 
is equivalent to 
i.e. 
X, R,‘_ Sb(q) 
1 (ip 1 Q, 
X2 11,‘_ Sb(z) 
co utes, where the right-hand arrow is the natural ifting Y * (q(x): x E Y} of 
9p b(G)= 
. If Q, is an injective bounded morph&m, tkn for all z E Xf+‘, 
R2(qw) implies R,(t)- 
a bijective bounded morphism is an isomorphism of relational structures. 
f R&(z)), then there exists with R&, a) and q(x) = 
q&-l)). By injectivity, Xi = 
an inner substructure of &, and G2 is an outer extension of 
the inclusion function X1 Q X2 is a bounded morphism from 
then 6, g G2 if, and only if, 
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gether these hold iff 
;l(z), for all 2 E x,, 
which is precisely the condition for the commutativity of the above diagram when 
QP is the inclusion. 
f a more ‘ele t-wise’ proof, observe that the inclusion is a bounded 
morphism iff 
E x (RI@, z) and y =x). 0 
of Q bounded morphism q. G1-, G2 is an inner 
substructure of G2 which i5 isomorphic to G1 when q~ is injective. 
(2) If a fiction tp: G1+ Gz makes G1 i&omorphic to an inner substructure of 
Gz, then q is Q bounded morphism. 
(1) Let Im QP = (q(X,), I?;), where RI = Rz n q@$+’ is the restiction 
of R2 to q(X,). If q(z) E q(X,), then by undedness of q~, R&J( 
(q(X#, so Im QICG, by Lemma 3.2.2. redvet, if QP is injective, 
Theorem 3.2.1 it follows that 
(2) is left to the reader. Cl 
Observe that clause (I) of Lemma 3.2.2 is the usual condition for G1 to be a 
substructure of G2. In modal logic, inner substructures are known as subfrumes. 
The present nomenclature was introduced, for binary relations, in Fefermau [15]. 
Outer extensions of models of set theory are known as end extensions. 
The standard symbols M and -n will be used to denote functions that are 
injective and surjective respectively. write G1 H C& or G, *G2, to indicate 
that there exists an injective, or surjective; bounded morphism from C& to G2. 
Similarly, the notations %, H 91Z and ?I, *> FaZ indicate the existence of injective 
and surjective homomorphisms between algebras. A surjective bounded morph- 
ism will be called a bounded epimorphism, and if G1 -W G2, then G2 is a bounded 
epimorphic image of GI. 
If 8: !!I,-* a2 is a homomorphism of algebras, then +he function 0, 
defined in Section 2.3 is a bounded morphism from GG a2 to &Z 8,. 
presented in eorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 can be summarized as follows: 
orphism qx G1--+ G2 induces a homomorph~m 
MC& then q+: Gz+&r, and if q: G1 +&& 
If & is (isomorphic to) an inner substructure of G2, th 
of Gl, then G2+ is komoqphic to a 
to) a subalgebra of 912, then C&S 
of i!ll, then a@ 9X2 is isomorphic to an iener 
follow directly from 3.2.4 with the aid of 3.2.3. For (S), if 
Gz +&r by (1), and then EG GT WC% Gz by (4), so use 
= GG GF etc. Similarly, the proof of (6) uses (l)-(4) and Em Qi s 
3.3. Point~eneration and subdirect irreducibility 
The material in this subsection is of conceptual and algebraic importance, but is 
=zot &ictly essential to what follows. It does illuminate a construction appearing 
eorem 3.6.7, but could be shipped over at a first reading. It concerns the 
notion of an inner substructure generated by a point. 
a structure G, let Gz = (Xz, R,), where X, is the itkxsec 
ctures of G that contain z, and R, is the restriction of R to 
G, is the smallest inner substructure of G containing 2. 
as the subfiame of G generated by z, and is a 
n. Its importance de+aes from the fact that ia my 
on a frame G, truth-values of formulae at z depend only on truth-values at 
representaion 
homomorphism induced by inclusion Gz 4 6 
@z(r)= YV*, so z E Y. This shows 
s an injection of Sb( into the product of 
since the &‘s are surjective, s a subdirect-product 
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which it is help to use in notation, writing yRz for e have 
where R* is the reflexive transitive closure of R. In other words, 
(1) y E & 8 there is a sequemx (~0, . . . , yP) in X (for some p 3 0) such that 
he gen case there is a similar, though more intricate, description. If R is 
l-ary, for each i C n a binary relation R’ on X is given by 
yRiz iff E X” (R(x, t) and y =Xi). 
Then putting 
[R]=R’U=UR”-‘, 
we have that X, = {y: y[R]*z}, i.e. that 
(2) y E Xz iff there is a sequence (yo, . . ..yP) inX(for somep~O), and a 
sequence (ko, . . . , kp-1) of numbers ki C n such that 
y = yoRbylRk’ . . l Rkp-‘yp = z_ 
For, any y satisfying the right-hand side of tkis !konditional is in X,, while the 
set of all such y is closed under R-’ (i.e. under (R’)-’ for all i), and so is an inner 
substructure of 6. 
The set X, can also be characterised by means of the hemimorphism 3R. Since 
yRz iff z e3~({yI) 
when R is binary, it follows in that case from (1) above that 
y E X, iff 3p 3 0 (z E ZJR(3& l •(3~({ y}) 8 l a)= 
To generalise this, define for each i <It a unary operator 3; on G+ by 
3k(Y)=3,(X ,..., X,Y,X ,..., X), 
with the Y on the right of the equation being the i + l-st coordinate. 3k is a 
join-preserving polynomial function on G+, character&g R’ in the sense that 
yR’z iff z E i&((y)). 
For a given p-sequence of numbers less than n, we then put 
3+3&D.. .o=&-1, 
and have, from (2) above, that 
iff there is a p-sequence , for some p 2 
. G,’ is subdirectly imducible. 
to 6’/a0*, ansi so it 11 &ice to show that -e, and -* 
, which contradicts the definition of -=. Therefore Y we, 2 as 
the following operators on a ckss W of algebras. 
: the class of homomorphic images of members of W. 
the class of subalgebras of members of W. 
the chss of algebras isOmorphk to direct prOducts of members of 
Under the duality described in SecCon 3.2 (&. Corollary 3.2.5), inner 
and bounded 
structures CO nd to subalgebras. 
to direct products of algebras is 
} is a collection Of Strllctaues Gi= 
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(5: j E 1) = B(cil Pj(Z,))* 
ut if e(Y) = e(Z), then (x, j) E Y implies x E @(Y) = q,:‘(Z), and hence 
8 is injective, and 
is an &morphism. Cl 
is a class of structures, let 
be the closure under isomorphism of the class of full complex algebras of 
members of If I denotes closure under isomorphism, then 
SK+ = sI{G+: G E by} = Is(G+: G E K}* 
so the members of SK+ are precisely those algebras isomorphic to complex 
algebras based on members of K. As discussed in the Introduction, there are 
many sign&ant examples of varieties that have the form SK+ for some K, and 
these we call comp!~ varieties. In general, SK+ is contained in any variety that 
contains K+, a& in particular, SK’ z ut if K is closed under disjoint 
unions, then Lemma 3.4.1 implies that PK+ = K+. Thus 
If K b closed under disjoint unions, then S 
+ L SK+ = the smallest variety containing K? 
+ k a variety if* and 
Cl 
Thus to determine when SK+ is a variety, we seek conditions under which it is 
closed under homomorphic mages. For this pupose the notions of the canonical 
extension 6e G = (Xsbo, R3,J of a structure G = (X, R), and canonical structure 
CG VI = (XIB, RY) of an algebra ‘B = (B, f), will be used, together with the duality 
expressed in Corollary 3.25 
be closed under canonical extensions. 
is closed under bounded epimorphk images, then 
implies 6‘s 9 E 
(2) If is closed under bounded epimorphic images and inner substructures, 
then 
9lE + implies 6% VIE 
ciosure comiitio rem 3.4.4 are not necessary for SK+ to be 
in@& quasi-orders, then SK+ is the 
ety V, of closure algebras, but K is not closed under bounded epimorphic 
it is closed under canouical 
Section 31, and also the remarks follo;%g 
conditions, we must consider the role 
structures atisdying S 
under disjoint unions. 
is closed under canonical extensions, then so is &. 
+ is closed under homomorphic kzges, then KS is closed under inner 
is closed under inner substructures and disjoint 
is cIosed under canonical extensions, bounded epimorphic images, and 
omomorphic images. 
is closed under canonical ex bounded epimorphic images, and 
is closed under inner substructures. 
ded epimorphic images, 
2b&’ for some G 
+ 
s 
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and G* G1, then Gr w G+ and G+ E S +. Closure of S 
under subalgebras then gives (5, 
(3) Suppose h for each i E I there exists &i E K with 
en 652 SE+ 3 GG G+, i.e. 
@e&&e G, and so (&G)’ w(Ee a)‘. But if K is closed under canonical 
extensions then (&e X)+ E K+, so (Ee G)+ E SK+, making Ee G E K4= 
(6) Suppose G @ % E Ks. Then G w Z, so %+ -n G? But E+ E SK+, so if SK+ 
is closed under homomorphic images, it contains G+, giving G E KS. 
(7) BY (4) and (6). 
applying Lemma 3.4.3(2) to K,, under the 
K,, gives C@ 9X E Ks. But ‘8I w(@ ‘8)’ = 
n Z++&+ and %+ESK+, so G+E SK+. Then by 
Lemma 3.4.3(2), (5k+ E K. But G+ W&II G+ = (U G’)‘, so G+ E SK+, i.e. 
y (2)9 (3), (9, and (9. EJ 
. If & is closed under canonical extensions, then SK+ is a variety 
iff KS is closed under inner substructures and disjoint unions. 
Assume KS closed under canonical extensions. Then since Ks is always 
under bounded epimorphic images (3.4.5(2)), closure under inner sub- 
and disjoint unions yields, by Theorem 3.4.4 that SK: is a va5ety. 
+ 
The converse is part (7) of 3.4.5. El 
Corollary 3.4.6 uses a weakening of the basic hypothesis of Theorem 3.4.4 (cf. 
3.4.5(S)). To show that this is a roper weakening, i.e. t 
canonical extensions does not i ly the same closure for 
V, of closure algebras. f 9.l is a closure algebra, then so is 
if G = then @+ is a closure algebra 
(Jonsson and Tarski [35)). us if G is a quasi-or 
R. Gbldbb 
and hence has no last element, then 3(Y) = o. Thus if F 
rincipal ultrafi.lters on o, then all members of F and 
ME 6, and YE G implies ME F. This 
a(G, F) in @e (0, a), SCQ the latter is not a 
this subsection by considering the question as to when K = Ks. For this 
uce the expression “K rt$Ject~ cano&oI extemio&’ to mean that 
.7. (1) If K = KS, then K is closed under bounded epimorphic images 
ca?wnical extensionr. 
cunenicxd extensions, then K = KS iff K is closed under 
and rejIects canonical extensions. 
under bounded epimorphic images was shown in 
e@” since ((Se6)+=(@S+)+=@m6+, so G+ is in 
G)’ is, i.e. &e (% E KS implies G E KS. 
closed under, and reflects, canonical extensions, and is closed 
c images. Let G E KS. Then G+ HE+ for some SE E K. 
ce 6Se Sb&e 6, so the stated closure conditions give 6e % E K, then 
CZe G r‘ K, and finally G E K. This shows that KS = K. Cl 
3.5. Canonical varieties 
e 
of algebras will be Ale canonical if it is closed under canonical 
* Let be any class of structures. Then S + is canonical iff KS is 
under canonical extensions. 
+, so &ltG’= 
ex + . 
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G+ = (Qe G)+. 
SK+ as desired. 0 
e If K is closed under canonical extensions, then SK+ is canonical. 
y Theorem 3.4.5(S). 0 
Note that, by the discussion following 3.4.6, the class of closure algebras is a 
canonical variety representable in the form SK+ with K not closed under 
canonical extensions. 
It is readily seen that 
Any canonical variety V is a complex variety. 
For, if K,= {@ 9.k %!l E V}, then since (QS 8)’ = @nt 8, if V is canonic;u we get 
+sV, andhenceV=SK~since9lw&n2l. t seems prima facie possiole that 
there are non-canonical complex varieties, but no example appears to be known. 
The results of the previous ubsection can be strengthened as follows. 
. For any class of structures K: 
(1) If K is closed under canonical extensions, bounded epimorphic images, 
inner substructures, and disjoint unions, then SK+ is a canonical variety. 
(2) SK+ is a canonical variety iff Ks is closed under canonical extensions, inner 
substructures, and disjoint unions. 
f. (1) By Theorem 3.4.4 and Corollary 3.5.2. 
(2) From left to right by Theorem 3.4.5(7) and Lemma 3.5.1. The converse is 
by Corollary 3.4.6 and 3.5.1. 0 
The next result will enable us to explain the relationship between the notions of 
canonical variety and canonical modal logic. 
. A variety V is canonkal if, and only if, it contains the canonical 
embedding algebras of all its infinitely generated free algebras. 
If % E V, then there is an infinitely generated free in V with 8,+%. 
m %, ++ G5a-t 9l (3.2.5(6)), so if V contains Em 911, it 1 contain @an +2l by 
closure under homomorphic images. Cl 
Now in Section 3.1 it was explained how a modal o 
ere is a model on GA that falsifies all 
umerous co 
210 R. GoUb&u 
frame @91A validat 
alent to asking whether th 
indenbaum algebra, is in the 
Now I!#,, is itself freely generated by the 
ariables, and these are usually taken to 
for any infinite cardinal K we can consider a 
age with K-many variables, and construct a 
canonical frame C5: identifiable with (B %?I:, where I%: is the free (Lindenbaum) 
generators. A is called canonical if it is validated by all such 
frames (Fine [17]). This is equivalent to having the canonical 
algebras (@G %!Q’ of all infinitely generated free VA-algebras be in 
according to Theorem 3.5.4, a logic A is validated by all its canonical 
when its variety V’, of algebras is canonical in the sense 
t kt about canonical varieties will appear in the next section 
rem 3.6.7), and for that we need the following result. If K is any class of 
structures, we write V’ for the variety generated by K+, i.e. V’ = HSPK? 
3. VK is canonical if, and only if, it conk&s the canonical 
algebra of any of its jidl complex algebras W. 
Suppose that G+ E VK implies &n G+ E V,. Let % be any member of V,, 
th the intention of showing that @m 8. E V’ Now by definition of V,, there 
exists an algebra %* and a subfamily {@ i E I} of K such that 
g G = Cr Gi, we then get (3.2.5(6)), 
&It W H&t C5+. 
is in VK, by closure under products and isomorphism, so closure under 
rphic images and subalgebras, together with the hypothesis on G, 
nt%E v,. El 
3.6 e efementary case 
logic, i.e. the class of all 
t order sentences, then the hypothesis in Theo 
sed with! The 
entaiy ext uion of @k 
ed that a 2-saturated 
-morphism onto the 
ion here to genera?. 
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a realisation of L. 
re is a valuation y = 
member of r. r is finitely 
If 1; E x”, for some m, 
let L, be the associated language L U {&, . . . , &+}, where each 2’ is an 
individual constant. % is o-saturated if for any m < o, and any x E x”, each set 
of L,-formulae that is finitely satisfiable in the structure (%, x0, . . . , n,+) is 
itself satisfiable 
Now let % = Let L be the first-order language with an 
n + l-placed relation symbol fi, and a one-placed relation symbol Y for each 
subset Y of X. Let a, = (X1, &, {Y*: Y s X}) be an o-saturated elementary 
extension of V& = (X, R, {Y: Y G X}). Such an extension exists by the theory of 
saturated models, and indeed ‘211 may be realise an ultrapower of 91L, so that 
(&, R,) is an ultrapower of ‘2l (cf. Chang and lsler [13], Theorems 6.1.4 and 
6.131). 
For each x E X1, let Fx = {Y s X: n E Y*}. Now the sentences 
v X(v), 1% B(v), 
.*=- 
v (Y n Z(v) - Y(v) A Z(v)), 
v (Y u Z(v)+ Y(v) v Z(v)) 
are all true in &, for any Y, 2 E Sb(X), and hence are true in the elementary 
extension 911. Thus 
YnJkF, iff YEF,andZeF,, 
YUZEK implies YEF,orZEIi,. 
ence F, is a prime filter of Sb and so putting q(x) = F, defines a function 
QI: X1+XsLo. It will now b wn that q is a bounded morphism from 
% = (X1, RI) onto ge G = (Xsbo, RaH). 
If G is any member of Xsbo, put 
L-= {Y(v): Y E G} U {+(v): Y $6). 
Then r is finitely isfiable in 91L. For, if I an 
PsG and Jg- then since G is a prim 
<y~nI with y#UJ. itely satisfiable w-saturation, it 
follows that there is some x E X1 that satisfies r in %, , so that J$ = G. s shows 
that 43 maps X1 onto XsMxj. 
hence true in &. 
2 R. GoUbbtt 
ae in the variables vo, . . . , v,+: 
vo, . . . . V n_l, z)} u {ii( YE Go} u l l 9 u {~(,-I): Y E G,d. 
able Vi is interpreted as Xi, then 2)s 
YE Gi, so that Gi s I$ = &Xi). Siin~e Gi is a 
Gi = q(Xi) as desired (note that if @ were an 
rime filter of the distributive lattice G+, this would 
of the type appropriate for ordered 
I$EGiforiCn, then 
at I3s satisfiable in 911. By the o-saturation of 9]1*, 
intersections, it is enough to show that if 
But given such x, since 
longs to q(z), i.e. z E Y*, whe 
q(z)), it follows that 
3,(y,, . . . , Y,-,). But 
ence there exists x E q such that Xi E YF for all 
s rO in 8, as required. 
t any rehtional structute G there is an ultrapowet SE of G 
epimorphism SE-n& 6 0 
unded had only a single constant Z 
be misled thereby 
ation is stronger than necessary. 
to have at free variables. Since a general 
itrarily large finite arity, the fully 
II of sets of formulae with an 
ut the definition and theory of 
ed out iu terms of satisfaction of sets r with only one 
more 
sition 
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for some G1 E 
JaG+, i.e. Ee G,+&e 
r bounded epimorphic images 
r ultrapowers, then S + is canonical. 
S + is canonical s is closed under canonical extensions (Lemma 
3.51). 0 
The main results of Sections 3.4 and 3.5 can now be adapted as follows. 
. Let K be closed under ultrapowers. 
zs closed under bounded epimorphk images, inner substructures and 
&joint unions, then SK+ is a canonical (and hence complex) variety. 
(2) SK+ is a canonical variety iff KS k closed undkr inner substructures and 
disjoint unions. 
(3) K=Ks iff is closed under bounded epimorphic images and vefiects 
canonical extensions. 
y 3.4.7, 3.5.3, and 3.6.2. Cl 
Instead of closure under ultrapowers in 3.6.4, one could hypothesise closure 
under (w-saturated) elementary extensions, or under elementary equivalence, 
any of which is satisfied if K is an elementary class. 
A refinement of Fine’s saturated-model construction was developed by van 
enthem [8], who combined it tith a model-theoretic compactness argument o 
prove that any modal logic which is determined by some elementary class of 
frames must be validated by its canonical now consider an algebraic 
version of this result, to the effect that if tary, then K+ generates a
canonical variety. Our proof uses the duality of Section 3.2, and two new 
is a class of algebras, we write V( 
the class of all ultraprodu 
der ultraproducts of a class 
lso, a class of algebras 
2 R. 
varie %isa 
context because oolean algebras with 
d, aU lattices are congruence- 
of algebra having the form of a 
rations, then the congruence lattice of %?I is a 
congruence lattice of 2, and hence is distributive 
ow the relationship between an ultraproduct of complex 
bras, and the complex algebra of the uhraproduct of the associated 
. If (C&z i e I) is a f&y of struchms, and U is an ultrafilter on I, 
ultraproduct of the algebras GT with respect to U, i.e. the 
by the congruence -u, where 
(i: q(i) = x(i)} E U. 
are denoted q/U, where ty E ST. Similarly, the 
I&/U of the Gi are denoted g/U, where 
/U) that proves the lemma is given by 
iff {i: g(i) E q(i)) E U. 
8 is a well-&fined injective homomorphism 
eorems 7.5 and 7.71). El 
i/U)’ is of higher cardinality than ( i/U), which will itself 
same cardinali 1 and Slomson [3, Ch. 
injection 8 in the not in general be an 
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usifvp we get 
The rest of the then follows from J&nsson’s Theorem. 0 
are now ready for the result mentioned above. 
is closed under ultraproducts (e.g. if is elementary), then 
a canonical, and hence complex, variety. 
By Theorem 3.5.5, it is enough to prove that V, is closed ceder canonical 
embedding algebras of the form Em G+. So, let G = (X, R) be a structure having 
G+ E V,. We prove Em G+ E I&. 
r each x E X, let -* be a rnx.uA congruence of G+ separating 
e resulting quotient algebra 21x = G+/mx is subdirectly irreducible 
al. [28, Corollary 0.3.531). The natural homomorphism n,: W +A!& guarantees 
that IQ E Vi, by closure under homomorphic images. Note that q({x}) # 0 by 
definition of -X. Let 
be the product map n(Y) = ( nx(Y): x E X). 
For any tsltrafilter U E CSe G there exists F E CB ( %JU) such that 
is the composite of JG with the natural map 
X x 
i.e. e(u) = (n,(Y): x E X)/U. 
The set e(U) = {e(Y): Y E U} is closed under finite meets, as U is so 
closed and the homomorphism 0 preserves meets. Also, if YE G+, then x E Y 
implies 0 # nJ{x}) s n,(Y), and so 
Y c {x: J&(Y) ZO}. 
Thus if Y E U, then {x: nx(Y) # 0) E U, implying that 8( 
rated from {0}), an 
F. But then UC e-‘(F)E &Se G, and so 
U = O”(F), as desired. 
(A more constructive proof of this le roof 0 
the main theorem below.) Cl 
216 R.Gditb&n 




n sEu e CSe 65, by Corolhy 3.2.3. Lemma 1
F, so UE&,. Since 
6.6, for each x E X, since 91x is subdirectly irreducible there 
and a structure Xx E K such that 
rming ultraproducts with respect to U then gives 
%z/U w &+, by Lemma 3.6.5, so combining this 
(3.2.5), and adding (l), gives 
%?l++&ita’=(~en)‘. (3) 
SE E K, by closure under ultraproducts, and so by Theore .6.1 there is an 
r ES of % with a bounded epimorphism 5&+&e ZZ. 
(ae Z)+ )-_) Z& (4) 
so %g E K+ c V,. Since VK is closed under subalgebras and 
ic images, (4) and then (3) yield Z&E V’. 0 
complete the proof that @nt G+ E V,, observe that by Le a 2, the 
y the inclusions X,4 dse G, is surjective, and so induces 
ies 
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maximal filter F 
{x}) is an atom in !?lX, and so Q = (z-((x)): x E x)/U is an 
fact, by the analysis in Section 3.3, c 8~ the complex algebra 
G generated by z. The 
associated homomorphis G++&z acts by Y-YtTX’, and so leaves {x} 
fixed. The ultratiter F on Gz/U generated by the atom ({x} : x E X)/U has 
ry/?IEF iff {x:XE2/J(x)}EU. 
This yields a more informative picture of what is going on in Lemma 1. wever, 
its use depends on the rather complicated emonstration i  Theorem .l that 
Gz is subdirectly irreducible, whereas the argument given follows from more 
general considerations. 
3.7. Complete v&et&s 
A variety V is complete if it is generated by full complex algebras, i.e. if there is 
some class K of structures uch that 
Now if 
K,={G:G+Ev} 
is the class of all structures whose full c ex algebras are in V, then whenever 
K+ s -9, we have K+ c KS s V, so that = V, then V = V,,. Thus 
V is complete iff it is generated by I& i.e. iff V = V”“. 
(The question as to when # = K, will be taken up later in this section.) 
It is clear that if V = SK+, then V = 
Every complex variety is complete. 
This was pointed out in the ntroduction, where the logical significance of 
completeness of the variety VA of algebras for a modal logic A was explained 
. There exist complete varieties that are not complex. 
e class V, of diagonalisable algebras is such a variety. A diagonalisable 
) consists of a unary join-hemimorphism on a oolean 
(1) 
218 E. GolifMm 
E Vd if, and only if, is transitive, and 
at there are no infinitely ading sequences 
. . . 
if there is such a sequence, thr: putting Y=(x,:n<w} gives YE 
?J> W &{Y - &(Y 
d by G+. 
own that V, is a complete variety. In fact, as mentioned in the 
uction, it is generated by its finite full complex algebras. To show that it is 
not complex, we must exhibit a diagonalisable algebra E such that for any 
+ is diagonahsable then there is no injective homomorphism 
be obtained as a (proper) subalgebra of G+, for some 
a way that they2 % a sequence Y l --3 x,,... of members 
0 
X, E $(Xn+,), for all n < 0. (3) 
To see that this suffices, let % = (Y, S) have SE+ diagonalisable, and suppose that 
ere is an injective homomorphism 8: 6 H SE+. Putting Y, = 0(X,), (2) ancl(3), 
and the presemation properties of 8, then imply 
(4) 
Y, c 3s(Y,+1), for all it < 0. (9 
this, an i&nitely descending sequence l l l Sy,,+lSy,S l l l SyO can be 
uced, contradicting the hypothesis that %+ E V’,. For, by (4), there exists x 
y& for some y. E Yo. Then supposing inductively that y, E Y, has been 
d, (5) immediately gives a yn+l E Yn+r such that y,+$y,. 
aving explained the strategy of the proof, it remains to construct @ as 
escribed above. To begin with, let % = (B, 3) be a free diagonal algebra on 
denumerably many generators x0, . . . , x,, . . . . Consider the elements 
ist orphism dual to 3, i.e. tlx = - -x, and 3 is the 
relative pseudo-complement x =j y = --x U y. 
c w} has the finite-meet-property: every finite subset has non-zero 
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have 
3R(Y) = {i: 3j: i (j E Y)}, and (Y) = {i: >i(jE Y)}. 
In particular i E $({i + l}), SO putting Xi = {i) for 0s i < n gives X, C aR(Xi+*)- 
nce putting 
Y i+l = (Xi + 3R(&+l)) n 
for OSi<n gives 
Y i+l=XflV&)=X. 
But -1 E $(X0), so putting Y. = ilR(XO), we have 
%n l -nY,#0. w 
Now since ‘8l is free in V,, there is a homomorphism 8: ‘9l+ (5,’ such that 
@(Xi) = Xi for i S n. Then @(Yi) = Yip SO (t) implies y. ll l l l fly, # 0. 0 
In view of the Lemma, there is a maximal filter F of 9l that contains 
(y,: n c a}. Let 6S 8 = (Xpq, R3) be the canonical structure of %!l (Section 3.1), 
and G = (X, R) the inner substructure of &5 % generated by F, i.e. the smallest 
inner substructure containing F (Section 3.3). Leo 0: % H (65 a)’ be the 
canonical embedding function 
a(x) = {G E X,:x E G}, 
and 8: (6s ‘8)+-w G+ the homomorphism induced by the inclusion bounded 
morphism G 4 C% %, so that e(Z) = 2 n X. Finally, let E be the image of the 
homomorphism 0 0 0, and 
Then 6 is a subalgebra of G+ that is diagonalisable, since 5% ++ 6 and % E Vd. 
oreover, & contains the Xn’s for n < o, and so it remains to show that the 
clauses (2) and (3) above are satisfied. 
Now for any n, 
3R(Xm) = aR(e 0 a(x,)) = 8 0 cr(3&) = {G E x: zlxp# E G). 
Thus as 3x0 =yo E F, we have F E $(X0), giving &(X0) # 
clause (2). 
For clause (3), we use that fact that R 3 is transitive (since % satisfies 
33x G 3x), to conclude that 
X={F}U{GEX~: (7) 
en to show that X, c 
R. Gddblort 
+l) E F, since ,s~+~ e E so again +1) E G, by definition of 
same 
Proof 
is not complex, it cannot be generated by any elementary class of 
re, by Theorem 3.6.7 it would be canoni 
ler proof of this non-generation can 
algebra G+ that has an R-chain xJ? l l l Rx0 of length n, e.g. 
e algebra G,, used ‘in the lemma in Theorem 3.7.1. Thus if 
then since the above equation fails in VQ it must fail in some member of 
n, there is a structure in K that contains an R-chain of length 
were elementary, by the Compactness Theorem, or an 
ct construction, there would be an GE K that contained an infinitely 
l l l Rr,+$xmR l . l Rx,, which is impossible since G+ E V,. 
n it was mentioned that the class of finite partial orders 
a proper subvariety of the variety of closure algebras that is not 
A proof of the latter fact can be obtained by a modification of the 
eorem 3.7.1, in which the y/s are modified to the ele- . $5 
now to the study of general properties of complete varieties, focusing 
on the role of the class KV = {G: G+ E V}. 
V be any vat&y. 
bounded epimorphic images, inner substtmutes, and 
v and G -wZ, then 
ving Z” E V since V is clos 
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of extensions, if Ge G E then as G+ ~+(@e G)+ E V, we get G+ E V 
as 
is closed under disjoint unions, KG. 
s a canonical subvariety of V, then implies Em 9I = (CD 9fj+ E 
V,andsoQB% ut%w@m%,andso9kSK;. 0 
r any variety V, the following are equivalent. 
(3) SK; is the largest canonical subvariety of V. 
As Kv is closed under inner substructures and disjoint unions, and 
K&, the equivalence of (1) and (2) is given by Theorem 3.X3(2). The 
equivalence of (2) and (3) is by 3.7.2(4) 0 
Now Theorem 3.5.5 stated in effect that a complete variety V is canonical iff &, 
is closed under canonical extensions. This can be reformulated in the light of the 
last theorems as 
. A variety V is canonical if, and only if, it is complete and KY is 
r canonical extensions. 
If V is canonical, ‘k n it is complex and hence complete, while closure of 
Kv under canonical exte- Lis means that G+ E V implies (Oie G)’ E V, a special 
case of canonicity. 
Conversely, if ’ V is t oqlplete, then V = SKY by Theorem 3.7.2(3). 
closure of & under canonkal extensions implies that S t is a canonical variety, 
by 3.7.3, hence is closed under homomorphic images, so that altogether V is the 
canonical variety SKf. Cl 
If KpI is closed under ultrapowers, then the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) V is complete. 
(2) V is complex. 
(3) V is canonical. 
If v is closed under ultrapowers, then since it is 
bounded epimorphic images (3.7.2(2)), it is closed under 
(3.6.2(l)). 0 
always closed under 
canonical extensions 
iscussion in Section 3.5 of the meaning of canonicity for varieties 
odal algebras, it is ap 
e [17j that a modal 1 lass of frames is 
ce is 
.e. when does 
is &sed under buundkd epinwrphic 
rflects canonical extensions. 
extensions, or zmder ultrapowers. Then if K 
res and disjoint 
stated closure properties, and hence in the 
is also closed under canonical extensions. By Theorem 
+ is a variety, and so must be V, itself. nce if G E KVK, then G+ E V,, 
by Lemma 3.4.3(l), CD C.5+ = CSe G E K. Reflection of 
canonical extensions then gives 65 E K. This shows that KVK s K. The converse 
inclusion holds in general. 0 
since V, is complete, by definition, Theorem 3.7.4 implies that V, is 
is closed under canonical exterkons. ce when K = I&,, V’ 
is closed under canonical extensions. overall situation is as 
the following are equivalent. 
, bounded epimorphic images, inner 
canonical extensions. 
r some canonical variety V. 
ut then K, is closed under 
d so as V, is complete, it is canonical by eorem 3.7.4. 
then, suppose (3) holds. Then K is 
, and the other cllosure conditions of 
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3.8. First-order definability 
number of the foregoing results have been based on the assumption that 
closed under ultrapowers. In the case of a class of the form &,, it turns out that 
this is both necessary and sufficient for KV to be elementary, as will now be 
shown. 
addition to the notion of an elementary class as being the cltass of all models 
set of first-order sentences, we will use the concepts of a basic elementary 
class: the class of all models of a single first-order sentence; and an elementarily 
closed class: one such that if it contains a structure G, then it contains any 
structure that is elementarily equivalent to (i.e. satisfies the same first-order 
sentences as) G. These three kinds of class have the following algebraic 
characterisations (where -K denotes the class of relational structures of the 
similarity type of K that ot in K): 
(El) K is elementary is closed under isomorphism and ultraproducts and 
-K is closed under ultrapowers. 
(E2) K is a basic elementary class iff both K and -K are closed under 
isomorphism and ultraproducts. 
(E3) K is element closed iff both K and -K are closed under isomorphism 
and ultrapowers. (Cf. 11 and Slomson [3, Ch. 71.) 
It is clear that in general K is closed under isomorphism iff -K is. Also, if V is 
closed under isomorphism, then so is KV, since G+ = X+ whenever G = SE. 
Recall from Lemma 3.6.5 the relationship 
I 
between an ultraproduct of complex algebras, and the complex algebra of the 
ultraproduct of the associated structures. In the special case of an ultrapower 
(when Gi = G for all i E I), this takes the form 
(G’)‘/U w (G’IU)‘. 
But any algebra is isomorphically embeddable into any of its ultrapowers, o that 
G+ )-) (G’)‘/U. nce by composition, 
(ES) G+ w @I/U)+. . r - 
A variety V is finitely based if there: ia ZI finite qet of eauations such that V is the 
class of all algebras that satisfy these equations. By So standard argument, this 
inoids 3 the ciass -V of a!? similar algebras not in V is closed under 
rlltraproducts. 
. For any variety V, 
closed under ultrapo wers ; and 
if V .‘s finitely based, then - er u 
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iflit is closed under ultraproducts. 
class iff it is closed under 
As noted earlie 
by 3.8.1( 1) 
under isomorphism. c results 
(E2), respectively. 
ary 3.8.2 at if V is finitely based, then &, is elementary iff it is 
basic elementary (Goldb wever this can be strengthened by means of 
the following result. 
. If a CL-S K of sti~tures is closed undkr isomorphism, inner 
substruc@ues, ultrapowers, and dkjoint unions, then K is closed under 
. 
{6$: i f I} s K, and U is an ultrafilter on 1. Define 
0: Xi-, 
Z 
bY sow = cf(i)* o= us q identifies a memberfof the product of the Xi’s with 
ction from Z into the disjoint union of the Xi’s_ Then we find that f mug iff 
-u q(g), so putting qFcf/u) = &f)/V makes QI* a well-defined injection 
er, q* can be shown to be a bounded 
Gi/U isomorphic to an inner substructure 
disjoint union & Gi of the Gi’s. 
For any variety V, the fo!Lowing are equivalent. 
v is closed under ultrapowers. 
v is closed under ultraproducts. 
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e following are equivalent. 
is basic elementary. 
at (2) implies (1) is clear. s elementary, then b 
is closed under ultraproducts and under ultrapowers. 
closed under ultraproducts by 3.8.4, and hence is basic elementary by E2. 0 
If V is not finitely based, it is possible for KV to be elementary but not 
basic-elementary. An example is the variety W of modal algebras (@, f) satisfying 
j&n l l l llfi,-1 Efdfreofl l l l nfirl-1) 
for all n > 0. A full complex algebra G+ satisfies this inequality iff it satisfies the 
first-order condition 
Thus KW is the elementary class of all structures atisfying {& : n > 0). Now if 
G,=({O,..., n}, R), where R(y, z) iff y #z, then G, does not satisfy A,,, so 
G,, $ I&. But any non-trivial ultraproduct of the Gn’s is infinite, and so satisfies 
every a,. THUS - is not closed under ultraproducts. 
If V is a finitely based variety, the following are equivalent. 
(3) A$ is elementary. 
(4) Kv is elementarily closed. 
(5) K,, is closed under ultrapowers. 
(6) Kv is closed under ultraproducts. 
(2) are equivalent in general by 3.8.5, as are (3)-(6) by 3.8.4. But 
(1) and (6) are equivalent by 3.8.2(2). Cl 
e fact that the class of frames of a modal logic is elementary iff it is 
elementarily closed was t proved by van enthem, using a model-theoretic 
compactness argument. eorem 3.8.3, and use in proving 3.8.4-3.8.6, are 
due to the present author. 
R. Go&#&a 
deal with relational structures 
r relations as well. Such structures will 
notes a first-order language having an n + l-placed relation 
other relation symbols and individual constants as well, 
at= {#: QI is an L-formula}, 
(0: 0 is an L-sentence}, 
LG={cr&entL:aistrueinG} 
letter always be reserved for sentences). 
Lc= where C is a set of individual constants, then an Lc-structure is 
of the form (6, Y), where G is an L-structure, and Y cXG is the set of 
G-elements named by the member of C. Often this &-structure will be displayed 
as (G, y E Y) to emphasise the elements (viz. y) interpreting the constants. Even 
ore briefly, if f: 6-X, then (a, imf) wil! on occasion be denoted (Z, f(x)) 
to indicate that the constant interpreted as x E domf in G is to be interpreted as 
f &. 
r a given structure Z, & denote the language of Z. 
Su tic cufegopies 
S={L, T, ar,lrn, h, v, . Then for any language L, each 






. . ( vo, l l l 9 &l-l, u)+ @) belongs to A, 
, I.e. variable or constant, distinct from 
210, l l l 3 %-1, u) A t#~) belongs to A, if 
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r any language L, and any subset T of S, let TE denote the smallest subset of 
at that has the closure properties associated with each member of T. Put 
Tt = TE n Sentt. 
Then for structures 63 and % whose language includes L, define 
65T,% iff ThLGnTL~ 
iff every T=-sentence true in G is true in 5Z. 
If L = LG, then G Tt % will be abbreviated to G T Z. 
injective. 
. If -W E T, and (G, x E domf) T (Z, f(x)), then f: 6-X is 
If y # z in G, then the sentence l@ = Z), where j and Z are constants 
naming y and z, is true in (@, x E dom f) and belongs to TL, where L is the 
language of (G, x E dom f). Hence this sentence is true in (Z, f (x)), making 
f(Y)ffW 0 
Different choices of T generate different sets of L-formulae. The particular T’s 
we shall deal with, and the names of the associated types of formulae (i.e. 
members of Tt), are as follows. 
EA={J-,LQvvL 
EB = EA U {w} 




essentially ~SitiVe j  
essentially universal, 
essentially positive and universal, 
essentially existential, 
essentially positive and existential 
of course redundant in E 
e symbol .l denotes the ence (and T the constant rue 
ntence), and the negation -# of a formula is to be identified with (# + _L ). 
nce bounded universal quantification admits limited forms of negation of 
atomic formulae. For instance, 
is an essentially atomic formula. 
ucturcs, then a map f: +& is a bounded morphism of 
twes if f is a bounded mo 
reserves L-constants 
G,% 
is a unde 
-1 (f@b l l l 9 &I-l, u) A 9), 
bks vi are distinct from the term u. 
Consider case (l), and suppose x satisfies 9 in G. Let B be the value of u 
valuation f(x). u is the variable vi, put a = Xi, while if u is a 
constant, let 4 be the interpretation of u in G. In either case we have f(a) = b, 
aisthevalueofuin&mderx. 
let y be sequence in X differing from f(x) at most in its assignment 
to vo, . . . , &-I. Suppose y satisfies a&,. . . , v,-~, u). Then as 
dis from UP y and f(x) agree on u, m &&b, . . . p y,-bf(a)). 
exists ~0,. . . , zn-l E & such that R&G, . . . , ~~-1, Q) and f (ZJ ‘=yi Fan i < rt. 
-19 &z, %+1, l l .). Then 2 satisfies R(vo, . . . , v~-~, u) in G 
on v,, . . . , v~_~. Since x satisfies +, it follows that z 
G, and so by hypothesis f(g) satisfies # in Z. ut f(g) = y. This 
ecaseof(2)issimilar. Cl 
lemma is a bounded epimorphism, then every sequence 
so that if f preserves vali&y of a formula #, then it will 
formula constructed from by bounded quantification. 
sitive sentence is preserved by bounde 
at essentially universal sentences are 
ct to the latter). Quter extensions 
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.A ber of is preserved by dkjoint unions. 
t {Gi: i E I} be a collection of L-structures. r each j E I, the function 
aking Gj isomorphic to an inner substruc- 
serves satisfaction of essentially 
existential formulae, i.e. if Q, E EEL, and y is a se 
& Gi. NOW suppose that such 
#istrueinGifOralliEI. z is any element of & Gi, then 
in Gi. Then + is satisfied in Gj when v is assigned x, 
ut then + is satisfied in z, Gi when v is assigned 
k(x) = Z. Since this holds for all z in Cl Gi, in the latter. Cl 
. Any sentence in is preserved by bounded epimorphic 
images, inner substructures, and disjoint unions of L-structures. Cl 
The converse of 4.1.4, up to logical equivalence, will be proved in eorem 
4.3.4. 
4.2 Preservation by bounded morphisms and inner substructures 
& is defined by 
is a structure, then for each YE X,, the subset RG[ 
iff for some z E Y, and some x E A22 such that RG 
there exists i C n with y = Xi- 
In terms of the notation introduced in Section 3.3, we have 
y E RG[Y] iff yRiz for some z E Y and some i c n 
iff Yn k,({Y I) # for some i C n. 
e standard notation 65 < 53: will be used to signify that Z is an elementary 
extension of G. 
Suppose { I, v, } c T. If G and SC are structures with 
G - Z satisfies 
(6 x E domf) 
then there exists an LG-structure G* such that G < W, and a function g: %- G* 
and take new disjoint sets of constants C = {Z: x E &} 
C’={hC:xEdomj’}, and define L,=L&C, L1= 
Then (G, XG) is an L&ructure, (G, x E domf) is an 
f(x)) is an expansion of an I.,,-structure, and (SE, f (x), y E Y) is 
on of an L&ructure. Let 
A = {u E Sentto: (G, XG) k u}, 
= {la: a E Tb and (&, f (x), y E Y) # a}, 
r={R(j&,..., j&-l, 2): x E domf and &(yo, . . l , ynvl, f (x))}. 
a model. To prove this it is enough, by the Compactness 
rem, to prove that if and G are finite subsets of A and r, respectively, 
has a model that is an expansion of (G, &), and hence is also a 
observe that 11. E A, hence A + 
s is vital to the argument o follow, 
compatibk with the possibility that r = 
be assumed that ra = 3, the constructio 
g entirely typical of the general case. 
there are members of D occurring in A,, - I& let these be 
for p <j s k, by definition of Y there exist 
that R=(Yjl, ~~2, f (Xi)), and yj is one of yjl and yj2. 
where 1 s i s k and r = I, 2, by a new variable vi, 
t CF~ be the result of ng these replacements 
n the sentence 
is se 
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equivalent to 10, where o is 
(V,l, v12,%)+(- l 2(&vkl, vk2, -fk) 
--) a; v l l l v ok)* l 0). 
ow (I:E TL,, since {v, )6T, andsoby in (Z, f(x)), it 
is also false in the Lx- uct (C5, x E dom nceaisfalsein 
the latter, so that there exists a sequence (dII, d12, . . . , dkl, dk2) of G-elements 
that satisfy in ((5, x E Xe) the formula 
R(v,,, 2112, %)A l l - (Vkl,vk2,ik)h7~; h' l * it-&. 
nce & U rO is true in (G, x E &, -dir), as desired. 
Thus AU A U r has a model. From the definition of A, this model may be 
taken to have the form (G*JE&, {y*:y~Y}), with CGS*, and y* the 
G*-element named by y’. Hence putting g(y) =y* defines g as a function 
satisfying (1). Then A establishes that (2) holds, and r yields (3). 
For (a), observe that if g(z) E img, then by (l), t E Rz[im f], and so there exist 
x E domf, y E X& and i <n such that z =yi and R&y, f (x)). 
R&(Y), x), giving g(z) = g E R&dom f 1. 
Finally, to prove (5) when T, the above argument is reconstructed, starting 
instead with Y = &, and so D = fi: y E Xs}. Then the unbounded universal 
quantifier V can be applied directly to the variables, vi, for p < j s k that replace 
members of D from & - I& to form LT as the universal closure of 
Vl2(~(Vll, v12,%)3(- l l + up29 q.J 
--*(J;v l ** v o&-). 
The above argument then goes through to define g(y) = y* for all y E Xz. Cl 
. Suppose ( T , cu, A, 3,-J s T. Then given structures G, G*, and 
%, with LG = LG+ s Ls, and a diagram 




with the functions f: G-E and g: S-45* 
CObW of Theorem 42.1, there exists an 
function f*: C2-W 
G < w 
ditions (l)-(4) of the 
LS-structure Z* with Z ix* and a 
2 = domf U R&domf], so that img E 2 by 4.2.1(4). Take new 
constants C={Z:x~domf}, D=(~‘:~E&}, and 
associated with two distinct 
:yedomg}, &,=L&CUD, 
= (a E Sentk: (ZE, f (x), A&) k a), 
= {o E Tk: (W, x E dom f, g(y), z e 2) b a). 
at AU A has a model, it suBices to show that any finite &c_ A has a 
n of (Z, f (x), X,) and hence is a model of A. Since 
can be assumed non-empty. As in meorem 4.2.1, we 
a,), and let ZI, . . . , ZP be all the members of E that occur 
4 are all the zi in R&dom 
re exist pi E dam f ad Zil, Zi2 in G* SUCA that Rc 
ables vi19 vi2 that do not OCCUR in 
maining tip i.e. for j <i Sp, we 
these replacements in aq, so that 0: contains 
vj2(~(vj19 Vj23 jj) 
4.2.1, (3 is true in (5, f(x), y E 
djl) d,z) that satisfies 0: A l A c& in (Z, f(x), XT) and has 
as f (Zi) when Zi E domf. 
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rove (33, observe that 
, . . . , &) belongs to 
and so is true in (P,f*(t)), ma 
For (4), we have domf G dom tion off*, and if x E domf, then the 
two constants n” E C and R E E both name x, so that the equation (2 = 3) belongs 
and hence is true in (5X, f %))P giving f (x) =f * 
(5), if y E domg then in g(y), 2 t=)P Q(Y) is 
(since g(u) E 2 bY (1)). (y’=g(y)) belongs to A and is true in 
f*(z)), showing that y = 
w (6) follows by (2) and Lemma 4.1.1, and so its remains to prove (7) when 
3 E T. In this case, the proof is reconstructed, starting instead with 2 = &., and 
so E = (2 z E &}. The analysis of the zi in the formation of (J is abandoned, 
and we simply replace Zj by a new variable Vi for 1 s i up, and take a as 
The argument then proceeJs, to obtain the definition f*(z) =z* fcx 
ZE&. 0 
. SupposeEA={~,T,ar,~,v,V,-,,3,-,}isasubsetofT.IfG 
and Z are structures with Le c Lp, and f : G - % sat&jies 
(5 x E domf )T(% f (x)), 
then there exists an LG-structure G* with G -C G*, and a function f *: W-SE* 
such that 
(0 f Cf *; 
(2) dom f * is an inner substructure of G*, and f * is a bounded morphism on 
domf *; 
(3) if V E T, then f * is surjective, i.e. im f * = &.; 
(4) if 3 E T, then f * is total, i.e. dom f * = XGe; and 
(5) if YY E T, the@ f * is injective. 
ut GO = G, 5& = E, and fo = f. Then by iterating 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 
alternately denumerably many times we obtain a diagra 
so that G<G* and ZZXSP. Put f*= 
function from G* to %Z* that extends fo. 
To prove that domf* is an inner substructure of G*, suppose that z E domf* 
Or Then for some m, z E dom fm d RGm+,(y, z). But 
mf,+t s domf* for all i <n. ence domf* G W. 
r, for such t and y we also have by (iii) that Rz~+,(fm+l(y, z)), and so 
’ 
z)). This showsf* to be a morphism. 
f* is bounded, let z E domf* and Rs*(y,f*(z)), where y EX&. Then 
z,Jy, f m(z)). Hence by (i), y E (domg,)“, so with x = g,(y) we 
get RG_+,(x, z) from (iv), whence &&, z), =df “(x) =f,+&,,(y)) = y by (vi). 
establishes (2). 
): If V E T, then by 4.2.1(5) each g, can be taken to have domain & Then 
for some m. and so by (ii) and (iii), y = f,+I(g,(y)) = 
T, then by 4.2.2(7) we can assume dom fm+l = &+, for all m, so 
en eachf,,, is injective by 4.2.2(6), and hence so iff*. Cl 
is a variant of a well known model-theoretic principle &hang 
isler [13, Lemma 3.2.11). 
Suppose that ( I, v) cs T, and r is a set af L-sentences satkfjkg, 
res G and %, 
and G Tt Z implies SE k I’. 
t is logically equivalent to (i.e. has exactly the 
{ T , A} c T, then o is logically equivalent o some 
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y Compactness, it follows that there exists a model G of r U A. Then G b r, 
aud G T& X since G C= A, so by hypothesis, 5X k r as desired. 
(2) If T E T, taken T E A, where A is as jgn the proof of (l), so A + 
ness (a) is logically equivalent o some non-empty subset 
Then since A E T, cr is logically equivalent o a1 A l l l A 
The basic groundwork for our first preservation result has now been completed. 
. For any set r of L-sentences: 
(1) If r is preserved by inner substructures, bounded epimorphisms, and outer 
extensions, then r is logically equivalent to a set of essentially stomic L-sentences. 
(2) If T is preserved by inner substructures and outer extensions, then 
logically equivalent to a set of essentially basic L-sentences. 
(3) If r is preserved by inner substructures and bounded epimorphiwns, then r 
is logically equivalent to a set of essentially positive and universal L-sentences. 
(4) If r is preserved by inner substructures, then r is logically equivalent to a set 
of essentially universal L-sentences. 
(5) If r is preserved by bounded epimorphisms, then F is logically equivalent to 
a set of essentially positive L-sentences. 
(6) If I is preserved by outer extensions, then r is logically equivalent to a set of 
essentially existential L-sentences. 
(7) If I is preserved by bounded epimorphiwns and outer extensions, then r is 
logically equivalent to a set of essentially positive and existential L-sentences. 
(1) Recall that EA = (I, T, A, v , Vo, 3,). To show that r is ‘q&ally 
equrvalent to some A c_ EAL, apply Lemma 4.2.4 with T = EA. 
Suppose 65 EA Z and G F r. Let f: G- % be the empty function. Then by 
Theorem 4.2.3 there exist elementary extensions G* and %* of G and %, 
respectively, and a bounded morphism f *: G-S*, with dom f * an inner 
substructure of G* . Since G < G* , G* W. But r is preserved by inner 
substructures and bounded epimorphisms, giving dom f * b r and then im f * I= IT 
ence as %* is an outer extension of imf * (Corollary 3.2.3), %* W. Since 
==c %*, we finally get % b r as desired. 
(Note that if L has no constants, the only essentially atomic L-sentences are 
A, v-combinations of l_ and T, so all members of EAt are either valid or 
inconsistent .) 
of part (1) with T = 
nction f * is injective, 
all sentences are 
without the addiiio 
s 
onto &*, leading directly from domf * k toX*H-ifFis unded 
m between 
2.3(4)) and surjective 
es total and injective, making 
a bounded epimorphic image of 
In 4.2.5, v T = 
equkmlent to a 
then in each of (l)-(7) it can be concluded 
m in the appropriate TL. 
y ‘I’heorem 4.2.4(2). 0 
ts (2) and (3) in the case n = 2 were obtained for many-sorted admissible 
by Feferman [IS], using proof-theoretic methods. 
one obvious case of Tt that was not considered, viz. T = EA U 
In that case f* becomes total, surjective, and injective, making 
W = SE*. It follows that in this case e-uery L-sentence is logically equivalent to a 
her of TL. 
applying rem 4.2.3 to the proof of 4.2.5, we used the case Le = La 
(=L) of 4.2.3. e possibility that & may be a proper extension of LG wilJ be 
crucial in the next section (cf. 4.3.2 and the proof of 4.3.3). 
4.3. Ad &joint unioru 
L-sentence preserved by bounded epimorphisms, inner substructures, and 
is logically equivalent to a member of VIEAL. This was shown by 
= 2), building on the constructions of Section 4.2 
tary-chain systems of the type that appear in the 
proof of the result will be obtained 
structure G is the bounded union of 
er substructure 
spies Gi r( {i} Of 
preserved by bounded unions 
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Of (GiZiEI}, define f:C,Gi+G by 
en f is surjective by (1) above, and is a 
bounded morphism by (2~the fact that Gi is an inner substructure of (5 bemg 
essential to showing that f is bounded. Hence G is a bounded epimorphic image 
of E&. 0 
Thus, given preservation by bounded epimorphisms, the hypothesis of preser- 
vation by disjoint unions can be replaced by that of preservation by the more 
readily constructed bounded unions. 
,TL = (Qv # E Sentt: @ tz ‘TE}. If r s Sent,, define 
QITL(r) = (a E Q,TL: rc= a). 
.3.2. Let r be a set of L-sentences such that either 
(1) l% preserued by bounded epimorphikns and inner substructures; or 
(2) T is preserved by bounded epimo~hism and 31 E T; or 
(3) l% preserved by inner substructures and -w E T; or 
(4) 3, -Q! E T. 
Suppose % I= VI TL(r), where EA s T and L c Lz. Then for my y E X= there exim 
an elementary extension SE* of & and an L-structure G such that 
w Y E Xe; 
(6) G is an inner L-substructure of P; i.e. an inner substructure of the L-reduct 
of %I*; and 
(7) GkK 
Let Lr = L U (y’}, where y’ is a new constant. Then (E, y) is an expansion 
-structure. Put 
AY=IYJ{~a:aETLyand(Z,y)#a). 
show that A,, has a model, noting first that 1 I E A,,* since 1 E T, so A,, # 0. 
1% . . ..la.~dy -E Thenif rU(-ra,, . . . ) TIFF} had no model it would 
follow that rk o1 v l l . v om. But y’ does not occur in r, so if v were a variable 
not occurring in on, . . . , a,, a, where u is the result 
by v in crl v 0 l l v a,,,. But the ,T,(f), since v E T, so Z 
would satisfy gr in %, so that (Z, y) k o1 v l l . v a,, in contradiction with the fact 
that (zC,y)(FOifor Wi~rn. 
Thus by Compactness, there exists a model (G*, X) 
L-structure, and x th ion of y’. Let f = ((x, y)}. 
x) T (Z f,(x)). lcorem 42.3, there are structures G** and SE* 
a function f * extending f that is a bounde 
inner substructure of G** to X*. Let G be the L-substructure 
en y --f*(X) E imf *, s 
bstructure of its co 
R. Gokibliza 
n by bounded epim 
, mxT, then 
r be a seb of L-sentences is preserved by boundkd unions 
(l)-(4) as in 43.2. Suppose % k VI Tt(I), where 
re exists an ekmWary extension 5P of Z and an 
t X, = {yA: AC ig}, for some ordinal 6. We construct a sequence 
} of L-structures, and an elementary chain {5&: A < /3} of structures 5& 
~4&, such that 
(a) Ya E x,9 
is an inner L-substructure of 5&, and 
constructed is a collection {GSA: K s iz< /3} of L-structures such that for 
is an L-substrucUe of S& if K S A, 
“f) (%@, G,)+&, &A) if KbC(d. 
G*) with W an L-substructure of &* is to be 
r L= U {n}, where it is a unary relational symbol 
n Q*b 0 iff (P, G#) b a”, whex oz is 
ers in u to JZ in the standard way. In 
uction on j3. At stage y, 
in and fulfill (a)-(f) with y in place 
usly constructed G, that takes place at 
s been made, put SE* = U {5&: A < 
K&M/~}. Then G: is 
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ut GK is an inner substructure of ZK, by (b), so 
VO”” v, (a@*) A &Jo, . . . p v,)+ z(q)) A l l l A JG(vn-1)) 
is true in (&, G&), hence by (g) is true in @*, @f). This shows that each Gz is 
an inner substructure of 5Z*. G=U{G$K<p}. Then G is an L- 
subs ure of 53=*. 
(5 reachA< ,=x~Urx~~, SOYAEX,. nce Xrr E &. 
(6) @ is an inner ~-substructure of %*, since it is the union of inner 
~-substructures of G*. 
(7) Each @z is an inner substructure of @, since it is a substructure of G and 
an inner substructure of %*. ence @ is the bounded union of {Gz: K < /3). But 
& < Gz, by (g), so Gz b r from (c). Since ~ is preserved by bounded unions, this 
gives G b r as desired. 
Thus to complete the theorem, it re ains to show that the above construction 
can bc carried out. Take y c /3, and assume inductively that for each A < y, and 
each K G A, GA, &, and Girn have been constructed such that % 4 %A and (a)-(f) 
hold. If y = 0, put %z$ =%; = Z. Otherwise, let 55$ = U { ZA: A < y}, and for kc < y 
put (5: = u {G&A: K =G il C y}. Then G”, is an &substructure of pY by (d). Note 
also, from (f), that 
-qq,e)ifKLC(<Y. 
Now let 
x;= (s$, {Gor: KC y}). 
gard Z$ as a single structure (in the manner described above) 
at adds to Lz predicates zK to name XGz in %$ Then %$ 
% < Z$ and so by Theorem 4.3.2, with 2: in place of 8: and y,, for y, there exists 
an elementary extension 
of Zi, and an L-structure Gv such that (a) y,, E XGY; (is) GY is an inner 
L-substructure of the &-structure Z,,; and (c) G,,. I= K Each &.,, is an 
L-substructure of Z,,, giving (d) for A = y. Put G,,,, = G,, so that GKA is now de- 
fined whenever K s il6 y, and (e) is fulfilled for y. Finally, since %i -C %t we get 
(a”, Gz) i (Z,,, G,,,), which by (h) and the inductive hypothesis ensures that (f) 
holds with y in place of A. ence the inductive construction for y is complete. II 
. Let r be a set of L-sentences. 




s, and bounded unions, then r is 
is logically equivalent to some 
a is logicakly equivalent to some 
k A by definition, we have to 
Since, by Lemma 4.3.1, r is 
apply Theorem 4.3.3, using alternative 
T = EA. Sequences {Gm: m < GI} and 
L-structures are constructed, with Z-C &, such that for each 
is an inner substructure of Z,,,, and 
constructed are L-structures Gpm for p s m such that for each m < o, 
GF is a subst~cture of &, 
0 Km =&, and 
(0 (%, GPr) < Ok, QI if p s r g m. 
e cmstruc5on follows exactly the same pattern as the construction in the proof 
of 4.3.3, taking Ip = o and using 4.3.3(5) to obtain (a). The details need not be 
ow put P = U {&: m c u}, so that Z x Z*. For each p < o, let Gi = 
G&:p srn < w), and put G = !_,I {G,*:p = w}. Ihen again as in the proof of 
3, we get that (Z& GP) < (Z*, W), and G; and G are inner substructures of
ence Gz c Q, so that G is the bounded union of the G:‘s. Since GP < Gi, 
F from (c), so that G k r by preservation of r under bounded unions. But 
by (a), Xa,_, G X, E X,,, and so G = %*. Since Z x Z*, this finally gives 
, completing the proof that r is logically equivalent to VIEA&) s VIEAL. 
moreover, r = {o}, then by Compactness, o is logically equivalent to 
,EAL. But (t) is logically equivalent o 
where II is a new variable, and @f is the result of replacing Vi 
apply the proof of (l), using instead the hypothesis (2) from 4.3.2, and 
and T=EB= 
(3, W}. q 
e ee 
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